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Gaston Memorial Hospital, Gaston, NC
One (1) 62 ton custom air cooled dual path system, with DX cooling coil, sub-cool reheat coils,
hot gas reheat coil, digital scroll compressors, R-410a refrigerant and gas heat section.
Representative : Carolina Cooling. 801 Pressley Rd., Suit 100 B, Charlotte, NC 28217
Bob Alexy; P 704-521-2665; F 704-521-4444

The unit consist of two paths (two air streams), outside air path and the return air path. Each path
has its own independent compressors, condenser coils, evaporator coils and sub-cool reheat coils.
A hot gas re-heat coil is installed down stream of the mixing plenum for re-heat when needed.
Both paths condition the air down to 41 deg dew point.

There are a total of five (5) scroll compressors, two of the compressors have digital capability
(10 to1 modulation) . The air cooled condensing section is design for 105 deg F ambient with
R-410a refrigerant.
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Heatco tubular gas burners, airfoil plenum blowers, premium efficiency blower motors, ABB drives,
UV lights, HEPA filters, airflow measuring stations and DDC controls are some of the features
provided.

The unit is cased with Kynar coated aluminum exterior panels and insulated with 2” polyurethane
foam insulation. The united is completely tested and shipped to its destination.
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